
party wine list
& event guide



Here at Taurus Wines we have over twenty years of experience 
supplying weddings, celebrations and parties throughout the Surrey 

Hills and beyond. Over the years we’ve identified our best-selling party 
wines and have produced this list as a time-saving summary. Read on 

for our expert advice on how to choose the right wine and how much to 
order for your special occasion.

Which wine should I choose?  
Feel free to browse through our entire selection of wines, Champagnes and  
spirits online at tauruswines.co.uk, or keep reading to see what our other 
customers have enjoyed at their parties. Please feel free to ask us for advice –  
but don’t over-think it; if you think it tastes good, then you’re onto a winner. 

I’m buying a lot of wine, will I get a discount? 
On orders of £500 or more we can offer highly competitive pricing, just chat to 
one of our staff members when you come in for your meeting. If you’d like to 
make use of our sale-or-return service, then unfortunately we can’t offer a discount. 
Our prices always include local delivery of the wine, any cool boxes you need (if 
you’re buying ice from us), plus we pick-up empty bottles, which we can 
responsibly recycle for you – saving you time and money. 

Can I try the wine before I buy? 
This is the fun bit! We suggest you buy several bottles of your shortlisted wines a 
little while before your event and open them with friends and family, or with your 
caterer if you’re having a pre-event tasting meal. If you end up buying your wine 
from us we’ll refund you £50 towards the samples as long as your total spend, not 
including wines that might be returned if you’re using sale or return, is over £1000.

How does sale or return work? 
Sale or return is when we agree to take back unopened and undamaged bottles of 
wine after your party and refund you their cost. This is limited to 25% of any one 
line and is by prior arrangement and only on current vintages. We’re happy to 
accept the return of part cases, as long as the bottles are in their original boxes 
and in saleable condition (i.e. with the labels undamaged). Sale or return is a 
useful system if you worry that you might run out of wine and want to make sure 
you’ve ordered more than enough for your party.  

Can I borrow glasses from Taurus Wines too? 
Yes, we have beautiful crystal glasses that we can lend you for your event. Due to 
the recent Covid19 pandemic we can no longer lend them free of charge to be 
returned clean, as we have to make sure they are cleaned by us to our high 
standards after each loan. Therefore, glass hire is £7 per tray of 24 glasses. 
Breakages must be paid for on a glass-by-glass basis.



How much will I need? 
This depends on your type of party... 

Drinks party
One glass of wine or fizz per person per 20 minutes for the first 

hour, and thereafter one glass every half an hour. 

So, for a two-and-a-half hour party you’ll need six glasses per 
person (i.e. one bottle). 

Seated lunch or dinner 
Half a bottle per person. In summer it tends to be two-thirds 

white/rosé to one-third red wine, and in the winter it’s  
equal quantities of each.

First hour Subsequent 



Do you sell organic and vegan wines? 
Yes. Next to some wines in this list you’ll 

see these symbols. The leaf means it’s 
organic or naturally produced and the V 
indicates that it’s vegan (ie it doesn’t use 

egg whites in its production). We have more organic and 
biodiverse wines in stock, however the increased production 
costs means they’re harder to pitch at the ‘party wine’ level. 

Have a browse of our website  
tauruswines.co.uk for our full range.
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How do we chill our wines if there are too many bottles for our fridge? 
If you buy your ice from us, we can lend you a thermal cool box that can fit up to 
40 bottles – plus ice – and will chill your wines in only 20 minutes. For events 
with more than 250 guests, hiring a refrigerated trailer might be more practical. 
Don’t rely on using the one your caterer (if you’re having one) uses – they’ll most 
likely only have room for the chilled food in there. We can recommend contacts 
for refrigerated trailers; prices start from about £150 for a weekend.

What happens if our wedding or event has to be postponed or cancelled? 
Should a paid order be cancelled or postponed for reasons beyond your control we 
will, where practical, offer a credit note. We’ll try to be as reasonable as possible 
and handle things on a case by case basis. Some wedding insurance policies cover 
all deposits – it may be better for you to simply claim from your insurance 
company. We are very empathetic to those having their plans put on hold due to 
the ongoing Covid19 pandemic. Please get in touch with us if you need to put your 
wedding or party date back and we will do all we can to accommodate you.

Do you sell barrels of beer? 
We have a fantastic range of local beers available by the keg, bottle and can. Our 
relationship with the local breweries means that we sell their beers at the same 
price as they do, and ordering through us means a more cohesive service for you. 
If you order a barrel we’ll deliver it along with your wine and tap it in situ on the 
day of your party.

What do we do about corkage costs at our venue? 
Some venues ask for a corkage charge if you’re providing the wine. They’re often 
open to negotiation or will exchange corkage for a flat fee. It’s also worth checking 
the small print of the contract – does it stipulate the bottle size? If not, using 
magnums (twice the size of normal bottles) may halve your corkage bill. 

Is this a list of your most reasonably priced wines? 
These are what we would call our ‘house’ wines. These wines are actually harder 
for us to source; low profit margins and high taxation mean that many vineyards 
prefer not to make ‘cheaper’ wines. We mainly sell screw-top wine for parties as 
this closure is the best defence against the possibility of corked wines, and 
caterers prefer them as they’re easier to open and serve quickly.

Why don’t you sell anything cheaper? 
Except for the occasional bin end, we don’t sell anything at £6.49 or under any 
more for the simple reason that at that price you are only getting 30p’s worth of 
wine and the rest is duty, VAT and shipping costs. A £7.50 bottle, however, will 
have the same production, shipping and duty costs, and only a slightly higher tax 
burden. This means the value of the wine in a £7.50 bottle is almost five times the 
quality of the £5 bottle, for just £2.50 more. 



taurus wines’ top tips
Here are some tried-and-tested ideas to help you personalise your special 

occasion and also save yourself time, money and trouble. 

✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴

Alternative drinks can make a reception more memorable. Kir Impérial (sparkling 
wine with a drop of framboise) is the perfect summer drink and looks lovely with 
some tiny wild strawberries in the glass. In winter, mulled wine or Winter Pimm’s  
(a brandy-based tipple, mixed with warm apple juice) fills the air with a festive 
atmosphere. Mojitos and vibrant Aperol Spritzes are recent big hits, or simply add a 
pretty, edible hibiscus flower that will bloom in the bottom of each Champagne glass 

✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴

If you’re lucky with the weather, don’t let the red wine sit on the tables in direct 
sunlight. Beaujolais should be slightly chilled (11°-13°C) and all other reds served at 
up to 18°C. More than this means hot, harsh-tasting wine that no one will enjoy.

✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴

If you’re serving dessert during the speeches, use a demi-sec Champagne or Prosecco 
for the toasts as the sweetness of the pud will make a dry Champagne taste sharp.

✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴

If you’re having Champagne, it’s best to use a flute. Coupe-style glasses look beautiful, 
but let fizz go flat easily (and make it easier to spill). Modern flutes with hollow stems 
look trendy but the Champagne can quickly become warmed by the drinker’s hand. 

✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴

Getting married? Don’t forget the ushers... A bottle of wine or whisky in a wooden 
box, Cuban cigars or a decanter all make ideal thank you gifts – and we can deliver 
them all with your wine. Turn to the final page of this brochure for some inspiration.

✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴✴
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SCREW TOP
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read on for the wines...
And use these handy symbols to check the wine is the right one for you



champagnes
Champagne Gremillet Brut NV (France)    £26.99
Twice winner of the International Wine and Spirit Challenge Best Non Vintage 
Champagne Cup, this small family-owned Champagne house punches well above 
its weight in terms of awards. Other notable successes include a blind tasting 
organised by Wine Magazine where it came joint top with Dom Pérignon, no less! 
Super soft and easy to drink, this is a superbly stylish apéritif Champagne.

Champagne Mandois Brut NV (France)      £32.99
Mandois is now run by Claude Mandois, the 9th generation of the Mandois 
family to make Champagne from the family estate of 35 hectares of organically 
cultivated vineyards in the village of Pierry, near Epernay. Mandois is described 
in the Christie’s Encyclopedia of Champagne as producing “elegant Champagnes 
which have a satisfying length of attractive creamy fruit...presenting great value.” 
As a staff favourite, we completely agree.

Champagne Mandois Rosé (France)     £31.99 
‘Pink’ Champagne is viewed as particularly exclusive and is a very civilised way 
to celebrate. The amazing pink colour of this wine comes from the addition of 
just 10% red wine, which adds strawberry and cassis flavours to the wonderfully 
vibrant and refreshing ‘standard’ wine. It’s so good, Mr and Mrs TW served this 
as their toasting Champagne at their wedding. There were no complaints...

Branded & Grand Marques Champagnes                 From £29.99
As you might notice from the supermarket shelves, the prices for these wines are 
fairly volatile. So, there’s no point us committing a price to paper (or PDF). If 
you’d like a branded Champagne for your event, please call the store - you might 
be surprised at how competitive we can be on price.
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sparkling & english fizz

Francesc Ricart Cava NV (Spain, 11.5%)     £12.99
A delicious Cava, rich and opulent and full of white peach and citrus zing on 
the palette. Really well balanced - which is no surprise as it’s made using the 
traditional method with the best grapes from the most famous Cava regions - 
Penedés and Sant Sadurní d’Anoia.

Dolci Colline Prosecco Brut (Italy, 11.5%)    £10.99
Forget the thin, confected, sugary stuff that’s so often passed off as a cheap 
Champagne alternative, this Prosecco is a fresh, light and gently fruity fizz from 
northeast Italy (Veneto), with plenty of citrus and green apple flavours that are 
ideal to enjoy as an aperitif. This Prosecco differs from the Cipriano Prosecco (see 
below) in that it is fully sparkling.

Dolci Colline Rosé Prosecco (Italy, 11.5%)     £10.99
A wonderfully light and refreshing sparkling wine from Italy. This rosé isn’t too 
sweet and the lively bubbles really make it a fun apéritif. This is a great ‘toasting’ 
fizz - as the pinkness makes it that little bit sweeter, perfect if you’re serving your 
toasting wine after pudding.

v

v

Baumard Cremant De Loire (France, 12.5%)    £19.99
Crisp and refreshing with lovely mineral aromas and apple and peach on the 
nose, then lemon and grapefruit on the palate. Elegant and biscuity, with plenty 
of crisp acidity this is an ideal apéritif or accompaniment to canapés. 

v
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Bolney Classic Cuvée NV (England, 12.5%)    £29.99
The Bolney estate was planted in the early 1970s in the South Downs of Sussex. 
The Classic Cuvée shows floral and toasted nut notes that combine with zesty 
apple and citrus. This is a fresh and elegant English sparkling wine, ideal as an 
apéritif or with lightly smoked fish dishes.

Torres Cordillera Brut (Chile, 12%)     £16.99
A delicious and well-balanced sparkling wine made from 100% Pinot Noir; so 
good that it was in fact named best Chilean Sparkling Wine at the Champagne 
and Sparkling Wine World Championships. Very fine bubbles pop to reveal fresh 
and floral aromas on the nose. These are followed by wild strawberry fruitiness 
and soft, creamy texture on the palate - absolutely delicious. 

Taltarni Brut Taché (Tasmania, 12%)    £17.99
Taché is a French word meaning ‘stained’ and refers to the rare winemaking 
method used since 1985 by Taltarni to create this salmon-pink sparkling wine. 
Redcurrant, ripe strawberry and rose petal aromas are balanced with acidity and 
sweetness with a creamy texture - a truly elegant sparkling rosé.

Wiston Estate Brut NV (England, 12%)    £34.99
Made from the three classic varieties; Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier 
in equal parts. A complex, toasty, savoury fizz with fine bubbles and lots of yeasty, 
breadiness with a bone dry, tapering finish. A very good English (or any country!) 
sparkling wine. Ice breaker for the reception - Wiston was sipped by Her Majesty 
The Queen in 2015 when christening  the new Brittania cruise liner.

v



crisp, dry whites

Gavi La Luciana (Italy, 12.5%)      £9.99
Gavi is an enduring Italian classic – often more flavour-packed than Pinot Grigio 
(ssh, don’t tell the PGs), always with softer acidity and usually the same price as 
PG. Its pear and red apple fruit flavours go fantastically well with fish, seafood 
and even mild Thai flavours. Versatility, good value and interest all in one go – 
this is the fun and stylish Fiat Cinquecento of Italian wines.

Principato Pinot Grigio (Italy, 12%)      £7.49
This delightfully fresh, soft and lime flavoured Pinot Grigio remains our top 
selling white by a country mile - so much so , that we call it “Surrey Water” (with 
our tongues firmly in our cheeks). A typically easy-going glass of white that's also, 
like all Italian whites, highly enjoyable with food.

L’Ormarine Picpoul de Pinet (France, 12.5%)     £9.99
Slightly perfumed, with ripe melon fruit on the nose. The palate is weighty and 
ripe but remains fresh and saline. This is the perfect example of the right grapes 
grown in the right terroir making a great white wine.

Bella Modella La Farfalla Pinot Grigio (Italy, 12%)    £8.49
This light and refreshing Pinot Grigio is as good on its own as with piccante 
grilled prawns on a summer evening! It’s zesty, with a definite citrus hit, but light 
and easy-to-drink too, making it a great apéritif. We also stock the incredibly 
popular Bella Modella Pinot Grigio Blush - find it in the rosé section.

v

v

v
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Ponte Pietra Trebbiano/Garganega (Italy, 12.5%)    £8.49
Trebbiano is the classic grape of Soave and is accented here with a little 
splash of the highly aromatic Garganega, resulting in green apple and almond 
blossom aromas, with a crisp, limey palate. Named as a Wine of the Month in 
Decanter Magazine, who said: ‘‘One of the best affordable wines to snap up and 
drink now.’’

Les Volets Chardonnay (France, 13%)    £9.99
A bright and lively Chardonnay, with candied fruit, apricot and orange peel giving 
way to hints of toasted hazlenut and buttery brioche. There is a very gentle hint 
of oak, nothing overpowering, but it creates a harmonious, smooth, slightly nutty 
character on the palate. A really well-balanced wine.

Réserve Personelle Macon-Villages (France, 13%)  £12.99
Typically Burgundian Chardonnay that is upfront and full with a hint of buttery 
shortbread and a bit of hazelnut on the mid palate. Like Katherine Hepburn, this 
wine shows elegance, finesse and style. Unoaked, pure green apple fruit gives a 
lick of sharp-tongued wit behind the demure exterior, just like our 1940s heroine.

Domaine de la Combe Muscadet (France, 12%)     £9.99
Good quality Muscadet has sadly become a rarity to find. As a classic Muscadet 
sur Lie, this is a hugely versatile style of wine. Limpid green reflections and a dry, 
crisp palate with superb acidity and green apple flavours. Marries perfectly with 
traditional dishes of the region, such as moules marinières and oysters.

v

v



fruity & aromatic whites

Cuvée Jean-Paul, Dry White (France, 11.5%)     £6.99
The Cuvée Jean-Paul blends have been our house wines for many years. Known 
as CJP to friends and fans, the white is a blend of grapes (including Sauvignon 
Blanc) from the Côtes de Gascogne and it's a deliciously fresh but uncomplicated 
wine, with a fragrant nose, zesty green fruit flavours and invigorating finish.

Da Vero Biologico White (Italy, 12%)    £8.49
Sicily’s warm, dry climate is ideal for organic cultivation and most vineyards 
use very little spraying against diseases and pests (we’re not counting the local 
Mafiosi as pests here). So the island is a great source of good, affordable organic 
wines. Aromas of citrus and fennel are followed by more citrus in the glass, plus 
hints of ripe stone fruit. Fabulous with seafood and light, summery risottos.

Ca’di Ponti Catarratto (Italy, 13%)      £6.99
A ripe, versatile and approachable dry white from western Sicily. Attractive 
aromas of floral peach, tropical fruit and a hint of fennel. The rounded and gently 
honeyed flavours on the palate are balanced by lemony acidity. 

Le Veritable Jurançon Sec (France, 13%)    £10.99
This is bone-dry and as fragrant as a spring meadow with fresh, grassy notes, as 
well as the usual waxy, saline characteristics you’d expect from Jurançon Sec. 
Jurançon was the first designated AOC in France and also provides some of the 
best value wines in the country - not your usual combination! A suitable match to 
goat’s cheese, grilled white meats and green salads.

v
NATURAL 
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False Bay Sauvignon Blanc (South Africa, 12.5%)     £8.99
This wine is a refreshing, vibrant and brilliantly good example of South African 
Sauvignon. The grapes are sourced from some of the best sites across the Cape 
- a parcel of very aromatic fruit from Durbanville, a small component of richer 
flavoured fruit from Paardeberg and a small parcel from the Waterkloof estate in 
Stellenbosch all combine to give superb freshness and zest.

Bellefontaine Sauvignon Blanc (France, 12%)     £7.99
A Southern French white made by the internationally acclaimed winemaker 
Paul Boutinot, this is full of the vibrant herbal aromas, rich citrus and grapefruit 
flavours and tingling, fresh mouthfeel that Sauvignon Blanc fans adore.

Taringi Sauvignon Blanc (New Zealand, 12.5%)   £10.99
A classic Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc with its distinctive aroma of gooseberry 
and cut grass. This wine has a beautifully crisp palate with all the green fruit 
flavours Marlborough has become famous for and it needs nothing more than a 
hot, sunny day and some shade to enjoy.

Chatelaine Desjacques Sauvignon Blanc (France, 12%)  £9.99 
This highly aromatic Sauvignon bursts with zingy lemon and gooseberry through 
to the chalky, mineral finish. Crisp and mouth-wateringly fresh, it would make 
for a good aperitif, but will sing when paired with baked fish or soft cheeses.

v



richer &  
fuller-flavoured whites

The Accomplice Chardonnay (Australia, 13%)     £7.99
Whilst some people regard Aussie Chardonnay to be about as subtle and delicate 
as the V8 ‘Utes’ driven by many a burly Oz winemaker, Aussie Chardonnay is now 
a more delicate, subtly oaked wine style. When they throttle back on the oak (like 
here), the wines are superb value.

Schiefer Steillage Riesling (Germany, 10.5%)    £10.99
This Schiefer Steillage Riesling teases the tongue (and twists it - German 
pronunciation was never our forte) with its zingy citrus fruit, crisp green apple 
flavours and long appealing finish. Serve with Asian cuisine such as light and 
spicy fish or creamy chicken dishes.

Guigal Côte du Rhône Blanc (France, 13.5%)   £12.99
This Côtes du Rhône white is superb quality. Guigal use an unusually high 
proportion of Viognier to produce this big-bodied and fresh wine, which has 
elegance and strength. There’s a wonderful freshness marked by the distinctive 
aromas of white flowers, apricot, acacia and white peach.

Domaine de Vedilhan Viognier (France, 13.5%)   £10.99
Elaborately textured, full-flavoured Viognier. The wine is aptly named after the 
Latin name for silk, ‘Serica’. In the 14th century, silk production or sericulture 
was as widespread in this region as viticulture. Richly textured with bitter-sweet 
aromas of crystalised orange peel, ginger and cream. 

v

v



Cape Heights Chenin Blanc (South Africa, 12.5%)     £7.99
A fresh, dry Chenin that displays the classic zippy citrus aromas and soft, baked-
apple fruit of ripe Chenin Blanc. Years ago it was Mr TW’s sister who insisted 
we stock it and we’ve thanked her ever since for her knowledge of exactly what 
should be kept in the fridge door at all times...

Tabali Viognier (Chile, 13.5%)     £10.99
Chile makes great value wine and is a superb choice for when you want to try a 
wine made from a grape variety that you might not have tried before. Viognier 
might be one of those grapes. But it’s definitely worth persevering with, because 
it makes a rich, full-bodied, apple and cinnamon-spiced wine that’s downright 
delicious. Pair this with some roast chicken. Then invite us round.
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Altano Douro (Portugal, 13.5%)     £10.99
This wine comes from the Douro Valley in northern Portugal and is produced 
from grapes grown in higher altitude vineyards where cooler temperatures 
provide the ideal conditions for the even maturation of white grapes. The result is 
a zesty, aromatic wine with tropical fruit flavours and a refreshing crisp acidity.

Sibiliana Sensale Bio Grillo (Sicily, 12.5%)      £8.99
A Sicilian scorcher, with bright, zesty, citrus fruit flavours and a hint of floral 
essence too. A very easy drinker - it’s well balanced and goes with all the classic 
Italian white-wine friendly foods such as seafood, creamy sauces, pasta dishes 
and severed horse’s heads left in your bed...

v
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rosÉ wines

Château Saint-Pierre (France, 12.5%)    £12.99
Fruity and ripe with layers of strawberry, guava, white peach and candied apricot, 
with a fullness to the mouthfeel that is both elegant and refreshing at the same 
time. Great with Mediterranean-cuisine: salads, charcuterie, prawns, olives, tuna 
- or on its own, ideally sipped in the scorching sun.

Cuvée Jean-Paul Rosé (France, 12.5%)      £7.99
A pale, strawberry-hued rosé, with aromas of crushed red berries, laced with 
spice. With instantly appealing red berry flavours and a smooth finish, this is 
an uncomplicated and easy drinking fresh, dry rosé of real character. Try it with 
antipasti, salads, grilled chicken and pasta.

San Vigilio, Pinot Grigio Blush (Italy, 12%)     £7.49 
Pinot Grigio grapes actually become quite coloured as they ripen – hence the 
slightly copper (romanto) colouring of riper styles of white Pinot Grigio. The 
colour of grilled prawns, this perennially popular blush is elegantly scented with 
peachy, blossom aromas, followed by juicy, ripe, berry fruit flavours with zesty 
acidity and a soft creamy finish. 

Gris Marin (France, 12.5%)         £9.99
Made from predominantly pale-skinned Grenache Gris from 10 to 20 year-
old vines, this is a traditional southern French, very pale rosé. Light, mineral 
with a hint of ripe white peaches, it’s a lovely partner to seafood and light 
chicken dishes. 

v

v

v
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False Bay Rosé (South Africa, 12.5%)      £8.99
A fruit-driven, slightly spicy pale rosé with summer fruits and herbs on the palate 
and a lovely clean, dry finish. For rosé geeks, this wine is made in the style of 
Bandol from the south of France - but at a far less eye-watering price.

Bella Modella Pinot Grigio Blush (Italy, 12%)     £8.49
This delicately pale blush wine from the Veneto region of Italy starts with a 
hint of strawberry, before following through with a lovely, fresh, crisp palate. It 
goes well with slightly spicy Asian-style salads, and with the Italian classics of 
antipasti and fresh seafood.

Foncalieu Picquepoul Rosé (France, 13%)    £10.99
There are only 250 acres of Piquepoul Noir (the grape variety this wine is made 
from) in the world, but it has been grown in Southern France for centuries. This 
is a great alternative to Provence pink with tart summer berries and ripe peaches, 
crushed rose petals and dried herbs, plus plenty of citrussy crispness.

La Vie en Rose (France, 12%)       £9.99
A beautifully elegant wine from the Languedoc region of France with red berry 
fruit flavours and hints of white peach. This is a refreshing style of rosé that has a 
delicate finish, making it an excellent apéritif or perfect for accompanying a light 
summery lunch on the terrace... la vie en rose indeed!



light & soft reds

Un Bon Canon Pinot Noir (France, 14.5%)     £12.99
Bright and juicy with notes of tart redcurrant, cranberry jam and a sprinkle of 
white pepper, it would be a perfect foil to a meaty barbecue... but unlike big, bold, 
fruit-bomb wines, this should be served with a slight chill to the bottle.

Sierra Grande Pinot Noir (Chile, 13%)      £8.49
A delicate and elegant Pinot Noir full of ripe fruit flavours such as plum and wild 
strawberries, but balanced with a hint of smoke. All in all, an excellent wine at 
this price with a lovely lingering finish. The grapes for this wine are harvested 
at the coolest time of the day to ensure they reach the winery in peak condition, 
and kept cool at all times so they can show off their natural fruitiness. No oak 
casks are used.

Les Volets Pinot Noir (France, 13%)      £9.99
Or to give it its full title, Les Volets Pinot Noir, Pays de l’Haute Vallée de l’Aude. 
There’s a mouthful. However, a mouthful of this competitively priced Pinot Noir 
will actually give you red fruit and jam on the palate with nicely balanced tannins 
and acid - the foundations of a serious Pinot Noir.

Ponte Pietra Merlot/Corvina (Italy, 12%)      £8.49
Full of ripe berry aromas and flavours, it's a blend of Merlot, which lends the 
wine a soft blackberry voluptuousness, with Corvina grapes to add a characterful 
cherry blossom and ripe cherry pie fruit flavour to the palate and finish.

v



Cuvée Jean-Paul Rouge (France, 12.5%)       £6.99
This is a gluggable blend of Grenache and Syrah from the Pays de Vaucluse, the 
area around Carpentras and Orange in the southern Rhône Valley. This region 
makes ripe red wines, easily enjoyed on their own, as well as being stamped with 
sufficient character to partner food.

Bellefontaine Merlot (France, 13.5%)      £7.99
The roundness of the palate displays Merlot’s plummy fruit flavours and soft, 
silky tannins. The Bellefontaine wines are made by winemaker Paul Boutinot in 
the Languedoc region of the south of France, where he selects parcels of wine from 
different estates to give aromas, fruit, freshness and length to the finished blend. 
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La Reine de L’Arenite Fleurie (France, 13%)   £11.99
Made from grapes sourced from one of Fleurie’s landmarks, the Madone hillside, 
which due to its rocky soil, gives supremely ripe and elegant Fleurie. Very much 
the smartest address in Beaujolais, Fleurie is one of the most evocative of all red 
wines and a perfect red for summer. Don’t be afraid to serve slightly chilled.

Sileni Pinot Noir (New Zealand, 13.5%)    £12.99
This is a fine example of a Hawke’s Bay Pinot Noir. The nose has an enticing note 
of freshly baked Bakewell tart, all homemade jam and almonds. In the mouth, 
it’s fresh and bright with a fine almond skin appeal. The wine remains fresh 
throughout with a lovely defining acidity which makes this a great food match for 
crispy duck pancakes, roast quail, charcuterie, ham and other cold meats. 

v



Sibiliano Nero d’Avola (Italy, 13%)       £8.99
Distinguished by its depth and intense ruby red colour, this Sicilian red has a 
broad and complex aroma - think ripe fruit and red berries. The palate is a lovely 
balance between tannins and mellowness, so it can stand up to some robust food 
matches such as spicy sausage and rich stews.

Trivento Tribu Malbec (Argentina, 13%)      £7.99
Argentina now has more area under vines than any other country. That’s a 
testimony to the black, full-bodied, cherry-pit style wines that the country makes, 
which are ideal with the country’s favourite food - lots and lots of cow. This is a 
good, mid-bodied example of Malbec at a very decent price.

Santa Digna Merlot (Chile, 14%)                 £9.99
This Fairtrade wine perfectly displays the red fruit and spicy characters that 
typify Merlot grown in Chile. It’s smooth and full-bodied, perfect with red meat, 
sausages or a lovely pie.

medium-bodied,  
smooth reds

Da Vero Biologico Red (Italy, 13.5%)      £8.49
Sicily’s warm, dry climate is ideal for organic cultivation and most vineyards 
already use very little spraying against diseases and pests (cue joke re the mafia 
again). So the island is a great source of good, affordable organic wines. Ripe, 
black fruit on the nose with a hint of spice, followed by a full palate with rich 
plum and bramble fruit characters.

v

v
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Vina Real Rioja Crianza (Spain, 14%)      £12.99
Rich and ripe with a nice little hint of spiced fruit cake aromas. Supple, with a 
round, silky texture - this is exactly what Crianza is all about. 

58 Guineas Claret (France, 12.5%)       £9.99
An everyday, fresh and youthful claret made from the classic Bordeaux varietals 
- Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon. Juicy, red fruit flavours 
are nicely balanced by a certain spiciness. Soft and easy-drinking and easily 
enjoyable on its own or with food - this is a good all-rounder for sausages, stews 
and hearty mid-week suppers. A very dependable bottle of red.

Errazuriz Estate Reserva Merlot (Chile, 13.5%)     £9.99
A lively purplish-red in colour, with a clean, fragrant nose showing aromas of red 
fruits, spice, and balsamic notes that blend harmoniously with toast, caramel, 
and vanilla notes from the oak aging. The medium-bodied palate features soft, 
sweet tannins, good structure, and flavours that confirm the nose and reveal a 
wine that is flavourful, fresh, and friendly with excellent persistence. A very good 
Chilean Merlot. 
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Borgia Garnacha (Spain, 13.5%)        £7.49
Bright juicy plum and blackberry aromas. The palate is soft and approachable 
with cassis, plum, bramble and cherry characters. Supple tannins create 
an appealing finish, making this one of our most reliable and ever-popular 
house wines.  

v
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Boutinot Côtes du Rhône (France, 13.5%)    £10.99
A personal and staff favourite, this wine has brambly fruit underpinned by 
crunchy red cherry and the subtle oak nuance of warm star anise and a touch of 
cinnamon. Remarkably soft and supple for the price - not to mention a not too 
shabby-looking label. A solid partner to hearty stews or grilled chops. 

Bodegas Navajas Tinto Rioja (Spain, 13.5%)     £9.99
This is Rioja in its ‘Tinto’ guise (think a young Don Juan) - young and vibrant 
with intense raspberry and black cherry fruit overlayed with a touch of vanilla. It 
is beautifully balanced with medium weight and velvety, fine-grained tannins.

Roqueterre Carignan (France, 12.5%)      £9.99
Plump, medium-bodied and packed full of ripe red fruits - with a touch of vanilla 
on the finish. Carignan is a grape prevalent in the south of France often used in 
blends. A 100% varietal like this, however, is quite unusual. Try it.

richer, oaky & more robust 
reds

Septima Malbec (Argentina, 14%)     £10.99
If you're a Malbec fan (and many people are), then you probably like the really 
black, full-bodied, rich and almost chocolatey styles that Malbec can make. If so, 
this is the wine for you and you'll probably enjoy this best with about half a cow, 
hooves and all. Vegetables, of course, would only get in the way.

v

v



Calappiano Chianti (Italy, 13%)       £9.99
With a fascinating history dating back to Medici Florence, this wine is as full of 
stories as it is flavour. Versatile and engaging this deep, rich red is wonderful with 
meaty stews, roasted red meat and some good friends around the table.

Kleine Zalze Pinotage (South Africa, 14%)    £11.99 
This is made from South Africa’s signature grape variety Pinotage (a crossing of 
Pinot Noir with Cinsault). It tends to divide opinion (even in South Africa), but 
here winemaker Johan Joubert has produced a wine with an attractive, berry 
fruit nose and a spicy, Mediterranean feel.
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Soldier's Block Shiraz (Australia, 14.5%)      £8.49
This bright and lifted Shiraz begins with aromas of summer fruit pudding and 
black pepper. The palate then offers notes of vanilla and chocolate, combining 
depth of fruit and elegance with a good length. It's a lovely expression of an 
Australian Shiraz that can be enjoyed both with and without food.

Les Volets Malbec (France, 13%)       £9.99
Redcurrant and blackcurrant aromas on the nose, followed by extremely fine red-
fruit flavours that fill the mouth. Raspberries come to the fore and are backed up 
with a touch of buttery chocolate truffle richness (aren’t those just the four best 
words in the English language?)

v



thank you gifts  
Cigars                From £6.99 each
Whether as a thank you to the father of the bride, or 
to each of the ushers, a Cuban cigar (or the slightly 
more value-for-money Honduran equivalent) is a 
classic gift and can lead to some excellent photo 
opportunities too. Give us enough notice and we 
can order you in a proper old-school wooden box 
full of cigars, imported directly from Cuba.

Decanters        £49.99
What to give the man - or woman - who has 
everything? This is often the conundrum for 
couples wanting to thank parents and contributors 
to their wedding. Chances are they won’t have a 
white wine decanter, complete with a section to 
place ice in to bring your summer rosés and fine 
whites to perfect drinking temperature. Not white 
wine fans? The ‘ice’ section can be filled with warm 
water to bring reds up to drinking temperature, too.

Usher gifts            From £4.99
If you’re anything like us, then there’s a limit to the 
amount of cufflinks one man needs - and if you’ve 
been honoured to be a Best Man or an usher a few 
times, chances are you’re repleat with hip flasks, 
grooming sets and matching ties, too. In these days 
of decluttering, gift them something they’ll enjoy 
drinking and then not have to dust off in years to 
come - a nice bottle of something in a wooden gift 
box. And who knows, the box might come in useful 
for all those unworn cufflinks...

Gift vouchers      From £10 each
Last minute gifts needed? Save the day with a 
Taurus Wines gift voucher. It comes in a smart box 
and can be used in store to buy straight from the 
shelf, put towards one of our many tastings nights 
or wine school sessions or used in the state-of-the-
art Enomatic tasting machines, where the credit-
style card allows you to enjoy a sip, slurp or swig of 
interesting wines in the comfort of our mezzanine 
tasting area. Minimum spend £10 - no maximum!
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